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How al n La Inte

The First Amendment
Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or 
prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of 
speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to 
assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances.

★ The freedom of speech upholds our country’s democracy. 
★ It is the duty of journalists to act as watchdogs and informants 

for American citizens.
★ Certain laws are established to enforce the freedom of speech and 

to protect journalists. 
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My interest in this topic comes 
from my fascination in media 
law after taking two law classes 
for my major of journalism. I 
also get my love of law from 
my mother, who was a lawyer.



Ani-SAP aw
For this project, I have chosen to focus on a particular shield law (‘shield law’ 

refers to any law that protects journalists): anti-SLAPP legislation.  
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★ “SLAPP” stands for ‘strategic lawsuit against public participation’ and refers a lawsuit in which an 
often wealthy person in power sues a journalist (someone that publishes factual, newsworthy 
content), typically claiming defamation, with the intent to silence or intimidate them. 
○ In defamation cases, one must prove that the statement was (1) defamatory, (2) false, (3) 

stated as a factual assertion, (4) identified the plaintiff and (5) was published. 
○ The plaintiff typically doesn’t actually have a chance at winning, they just want to bully the 

speaker into shutting up. 
★ Anti-SLAPP laws exist to rid of these lawsuits early on. 
★ The benefits include freezing discovery, getting rid of the case early/the case becoming 

immediately appealable, as well as the defendant recovering attorney fees and costs.



Whe At-SAP aw Et
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States where anti-SLAPP legislation currently 
exists (29 total):
★ Arizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado, 

Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, 
Hawaii, Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Louisiana, 
Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Missouri, 
Nebraska, Nevada, New Mexico, New York, 
Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode 
Island, Texas, Tennessee, Utah, Vermont

Districts where anti-SLAPP legislation currently 
exists:
★ Guam and The District of Columbia 



Selina MacLaren - Media Law Professor 
MacLaren argues that both legal experts and the 
public ought to be concerned about the rise of SLAPP 
cases. She mentions that the use of defamation 
cases to “bully” a speaker into silence is nothing new 
to history. In addition, MacLaren claims that an 
‘actual malice’ (knowledge that the published 
statement was false) shield may not be enough to 
prevent SLAPPs/protect defendants.

Wha a w Er Say...

Steven D. Zansberg - Media Lawyer
Zansberg argues for a federal anti-SLAPP law. 
He uses the argument that any speech leading 
to a highly priced lawsuit can not be considered 
‘free.’ Therefore, SLAPP cases are 
unconstitutional. He calls on readers to appeal 
to their congressional delegates in encouraging 
fortified First Amendment legal protection. 
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Wha a w Er Say...
Kim Chow - Comm. Law 
“While some worry that the 
ease with which defendants 
can remove actions to 
federal court would be a 
burden on the federal court 
system, proponents of the 
law argue that the burden 
will be minimal and that the 
removal provision is critical 
to the law's effectiveness.”

Stephen Gillers - Journalist 
Gillers calls on previous lawsuits, 
including some Supreme Court 
cases, to ultimately establish a 
set of policy and legal 
altercations to the current 
rulings in order to fortify the 
First Amendment and 
coincidentally support a healthy 
democracy, including a federal 
anti-SLAPP law. 

American Bar Association 
“The American Bar Association 
encourages federal, state and 
territorial legislatures to enact 
legislation to protect individuals 
and organizations who choose to 
speak on matters of public 
concern from meritless 
litigation designed to suppress 
such speech, commonly known as 
SLAPPs.” 



“
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What does this all mean? 

It means, that journalists + 

lawyers + all other media 

law scholars believe in and 

support establishing 

federal anti-SLAPP 

legislation/establishing 

anti-SLAPP laws in all 

states. 



Gap  Kweg
Why do some states not have anti-SLAPP legislation? Why is there no federal 
anti-SLAPP law, if it protects a federally accepted amendment?



How I an  des t ga
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★ Understand state vs. federal 
legislation
○ How protection of First 

Amendment ties in  
★ Review SLAPP/defamation related 

cases in states where there is no 
anti-SLAPP legislation 

★ Find any research/publications 
addressing the gap in knowledge 
previously mentioned

What I’ve already found… 

“Overall, states have a strong interest in protecting their citizens 
against SLAPP suits and equitably administering laws. The interest 
is particularly strong when the state law is grounded in state 
constitutional rights. Federal uniformity concerns do not supersede 
these strong state interests. On balance, the compelling state 
interest in protecting citizens and equitably administering laws 
weighs more heavily than federal uniformity concerns.”

- Katelyn E. Saner, “Getting SLAPP-ed in Federal Court: Applying 
State Anti-SLAPP Special Motions to Dismiss in Federal Court After 

Shady Grove”
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